OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

• PART LIST

1) Performance and equipment

Gravity Feed HVLP Spray Gun

Acid, various media solutions or paint can be applied to the HVLP Spray Gun. Oue to a special design on the air cap,
over-spraying problem and particle size can be weil contra lied by applying 3 bar (43 psi) air pressure at the inlet 01the
spraying nozzle, air cap will have air pressure at 0.7 bar (10 psi). The HVLP Spray Gun pravides quality on particle size contral
and is suitable to quality demanding work under weil ventilated workplace.
The quality ot the spray particle and the nozzle
compares to that 01 a conventional high-pressure model.
The model applies an adjustable lan contral with variable lan widths. A Ilow control node can be used to attain accurate
amount 01 paint.

2)HVLP Spray Gun Requirement
While the maximum air cap internal pressure (normally at 0.7 bar or 10 psi) at 3 bar (43 psi), the air pressure will not Ilow
thraugh center 01 the air cap. Moreover, the double measurement on lan contral and testing air cap make the air cap
internal pressure visible.

Warning:
Never aim spray guns at yoursell, people or animals. Solvents and thinners can cause injury. Prior to any repair work the
unit must always be disconnected lram all circuit. Ouring painting, no open lire, lit cigarettes, non explosion prool bulbs etc.
may exist since combustible lumes are present. Ouring painting, breathing rnasks conlorrning to regulations must be worn
lor health pratection.
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Appropriate ear pratection
pressure levels.
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muffs are required.

As a sound level 0190 dB(A) can be exceeded

when painting under higher
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1. Starting
Prior to any operation,
When repairing,

especially

repair work, the seating 01 screws rnust be checked and tightened

always disconnect

as required.

the gun lram the air pressure circuit and release all pressure.

A) Mount the nozzle set tightly (use universal wrench lor the paint nozzle), align the air nozzle so that the number stamped
into it can be read lram the Iront right way raund.
B) Belore assembly, the air hose should be blown out. The air hose must be solvent-resistant able to stand apressure 01
minimum
5 bars (75 psi) and show a total electric resistance 100 million Ohm.
C) Prior to shipment, this gun was treated with an anticorrosive agent. Belore using the gun, make sure that it is carelully
solvent.
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0) When pulling the trigger, adjust the required atomization
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use the right

pressure. Make a spray pattern on paper to ensure that you
pressure and il it is necessary to change pressure accordingly.

2. Adjustment of fan width
To adjust lan width, rotate the regulator.

The spray pattern can be alte red Irom Ilat to round as required.

3. Reduction of material flow
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Needle strake and therelore

material Ilow is inlinitely reducible

by turning the material Ilow contral screw (unscrew counter

nut, adjust and tighten the nut).

4. Regulating air flow with a micrometer
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The air should be regulated extremely line to suit all operational conditions. The micrometer is located parallel to the spraying
nozzle body. To adjust the micrometer clockwise will diminish the air/low ollan, an'd vis-a -vis
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(Nozzle size: a: 0.5mm I b: 0.8 mm)
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5. Exchanging the nozzle set
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When changing to another nozzle size, make sure that the complete nozzle set is exchanged. These parts (consisting 01
air nozzle, paint nozzle and paint needle) are always supplied in one set. Fix paint nozzle before paint needle.

6. Exchange of self·tensioning packing
To replace paint needle packing, disassemble air cap and paint nozzle belore hand.

7. Cleaning and gun care
a) After each use, Ilush the gun thoroughly

with cleaning solvent.

b) Clean air nozzle with brush pravided. 00 not immerse the gun in cleaning solvent.
c) Blocked artifices should never be cleaned with impraper objects; the smallest amount 01damage will badly inlluence the
spray pattern.
d) To ensure maximum sealing the edge 01 cup must always be kept clean.
e) Apply special grease to remove parts il necessary.

